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Discover a whole host of quality resources that will help 
get you out of the classroom and into the great outdoors, 
whatever the weather!
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A huge thank you to the staff and the 
amazing students of St Paul’s C Of E 
Primary School in Leamington Spa for 
taking part in this year’s shoot!
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TRAIN

All aboard! Perfect for group activities, encourage children to use their imagination 
with this fantastic wicker train set! Includes 10 pieces and 8 wheels, cable ties 
included. Assembled dimensions: 0.75 x 0.9 x 2.9m (h x w x l).

X135116   Set       £465.00

DEN

Comprises 3 plain wall panels, 2 window panels and 1 door panel plus 6 roof panels 
to create a natural hideaway environment for children. Assembled wall panel 1.5 
x 1.5m.

X127712   Set       £279.00

FANTASY DEN

Floaty, Flouncy, Sparkle and Shine! Create a make believe environment and let their 
imaginations run wild.  Turn this pack of exciting fabrics into anything from a castle 
or gingerbread house to a magical cave. This pack contains 3m each of silver and 
gold sequin fabric and 4 x 3m lengths of organza. 

X152098   Set       £53.00

WICKER RANGE 
•  A range of hand woven wicker products to create beautiful settings for  
    outdoor play or nature areas.
•  The Wicker range is hand woven onto metal frames for extra stability.
•  All units are supplied flat packed with sturdy ties for simple assembly.
•  All products also include plastic feet to allow indoor use.

WIGWAM

A 4 panel wicker wigwam for children to crawl inside to use as a den or hideaway. 
Assembled dimensions 2 x 1.3m (h x w).

X127729   Set       £259.50



GROW YOUR OWN JUNGLE DEN

This little den has plenty of supports for climbing flowers and vegetables, making 
a growing frame that they can play in. From inside the plants can be tended and 
harvested, on the outside ordinary household trugs with holes drill in the bottom 
make inexpensive and generous plant pots for a variety of annual flowers or herbs 
and vegetables can be grown. This lightweight structure sits on the ground and can 
be moved when required. 

2300 x 1300 x 2000mm (l x w x h).

X144265   Each       £1,283.00

NATURAL TREE HOUSE & TUNNEL

The natural habitat is a large play den which has been styled to look like a 
giant hollowed out tree. Tailor-made to use a standard tuff spot tray stand 
it is easy to set up and to pack away providing an affordable and versatile 
use of resources. Made from hard-wearing polyester it will last for years.

DEN COVER ONLY

X135096     Age 0+  Each         £55.00
DEN COVER AND STAND

X135108     Age 0+  Each         £101.50

CONSTRUCTA CASTLE

Children will love to build castles and fortresses with this high quality 54 piece set. 
The pieces are designed so that it is easy for young children to join them together. 
The set can be used indoors or outdoors. All the pieces are made from durable 
plastic. This 54 piece set includes 10 large connectors, 10 beams, 16 turrets, 12 
straight connectors and 6 flexi connectors.

X159193     Age 2+  Each         £171.00

NEW

CONSTRUCTA DEN

This versatile and fun set will allow children to build a variety of hideaways such 
as dens, bird hides, houses, shelters, boats and garages. The pieces are designed so 
that it is easy for young children to join them together. The set can be used indoors 
or outdoors. All the pieces are made from durable plastic supplied in bright colours. 
This 76 piece set includes 18 large connectors, 18 beams, 24 straight connectors 
and 16 flexi connectors.

X159185 Age 2+ Each         £151.00

NEW
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WIGWAM

A brilliant piece for sparking their imagination, this wigwam will make the perfect 
hideaway in any Wild West adventure! Wigwams are versatile play spaces, allowing 
children to act out their favourite scenarios in their own space, or just have a quiet 
place to sit down and read a book or play with their toys. Printed linen tent with 
door and window. Poles coated with plastic, fixed on top. Mounted height 1480mm, 
bottom measures 1500mm from point to point across centre. Easy assembly and 
light.

X152073   Set          £83.00

BUTTERFLY BEE SPIDER

CATERPILLAR LADYBIRD

MINI BEASTS DRESS UP TABARDS

Polyester foam backed tabards with elasticated sides. Includes: butterfly, bee, spider, 
caterpillar, ladybird.

Hand wash only.

202878   Set of 5          £79.00

NATURE BOLSTER BUDDIES

Children can enjoy a calming and sensorial learning experience with the nature 
bolster buddy. A comforting, lightweight and tactile cushion for holding and 
squeezing, these friendly-faced characters are ideal for early years, KS1-KS2 and 
SEN. Made in a soft, plush fabric with thick fibre filling, children will enjoy stroking 
and hugging the worm, caterpillar or ladybird on their lap.

450 x 200mm.

X143864   Pack of 3         £50.50

SPARKLE DEN

Fabric with a surface showered in shimmering sequins perfect for imaginative and 
role play, creating environments and den making. Pack contains: gold, silver, red, 
turquoise and purple. 5 x 2m lengths.

X142090   Set          £46.00

Use our fun Mini-Beasts 

Dress Up Set to help kids role 

play and create their own 

fun characters and stories. 

WHY NOT TRY...

Den M
aking
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FOLDING DEN

A unique hinging mechanism allows this den to be opened out and ready to use 
quickly. Made from high quality birchwood with rounded and lacquered edges for 
durability. Supplied with 100% cotton fabric cover (not waterproof). Suitable for 
outdoor and indoor use but must be stored indoors. 

1160 x 1700 x 1120mm (h x w x d).

X97122     Age 3+  Each       £241.50

BLACKOUT KIT

Includes cover, curtains and floor mat. 
For use with X97122.

X147748 Each       £168.00

CAMOUFLAGE KIT

Includes cover, curtains and floor mat. 
For use with X97122.

X147731 Each       £168.00

EZ FORT

Build a fort, playhouse or that super special hideaway. Perfect for small hands to 
connect and create the perfect den. Just add a sheet or covering to complete that 
special design. Each EZ fort 54 piece kit comes with enough pieces to build plenty 
of creations.

234656   Set          £54.00

LARGE PEGS

Ideal for den building, these pegs have been designed for use by little hands. 
Supplied in a drawstring bag.

BLUE 

216380     Age 3+  Set of 20           £10.35

RED 

216739      Age 3+  Set of 20           £10.35

CAMO 

233269      Age 3+  Set of 20           £10.35

CAMOUFLAGE DEN

These fabrics are strong and durable and will form an exciting basis on which to 
build dens in a number of settings both indoors and outdoors. Pack contains 5m 
each of jungle camouflage drill (1.5m wide), desert camouflage drill (1.5m wide), 
fine weave hessian (0.9m wide) and open weave jute scrim (1.3m wide).

X142110   Set          £83.00
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BUG HOUSE

Children love spotting the creepy-crawlies that come to live in this specially designed bug house, 
a cosy home for ladybirds, beetles, bees, and lacewings. A great starting point for learning about 
nature and wild gardening. The freestanding unit has an attractive rustic look and needs no 
maintenance once in its location. Dimensions: 1000 x 1100 x 600mm.

X116903   Each       £192.00

MESSY KITCHEN 

From mucky mud-pies to bubbly washing up, the messy kitchen encourages hours of open-ended 
creative outdoor play. Made from sturdy wood that stands up to the weather, the table has 3 
removable bowls and slots and shelves for accessories. Boost imagination, communication and 
social development through fun role-play with sand, mud, water or colours.

Dimensions: 1000 x 500 x 500mm (width x depth x table height).

X116923   Each       £440.00

TREASURE BASKET PACKS

BOTANICAL

A botanicals bumper pack is a great way to start your botanical 
collection and enhance your sensory elements. Pack includes 
a selection of 18 botanical products supplied in a deep maize 
basket.

X126899  Set of 18 pieces         £89.50

WOODEN

A bumper pack of assorted natural wooden items. Sustainably 
farmed and ideal for craft activities, sensory development, 
exploration, sorting and counting activities. Pack includes 15 
natural wooden products all packed into a deep maize basket.

X126902  Set of 15 pieces         £82.00

BUG HOTEL

Invite creatures into this bug hotel to explore and learn about nature 
and its wonderful creatures. Create opportunities to learn about 
and care for garden wildlife. Teach children to respect and handle 
sensitive wildlife and observe nature within any setting. Approx. 
dimensions: 900 x 500 x 900mm (l x d x h).

X144451   Each        £512.00



WINDY PLAYGROUND SENSORY SET

Contents may vary slightly depending on availability of items. Set includes a range 
of windmills, mobiles, windsocks and wind chimes. 

197785   Set        £117.50

AMUD DRESSER 

A handy storage shelf unit and workshop for utensils 
and messy creations. Child-sized and complementing 
the mud sink (ESPO code X144321), a useful 
addition to any outdoor space. Delivered assembled. 
Accessories not included.

1250 x 1200 x 350mm (l x h x w).

X144313  Each       £433.50

BMUD SINK 

A real stainless steel sink with the look, touch and 
qualities of a good kitchen, which is important 
to children as they like to interact and play with 
materials and resources they see used in the everyday 
lives around them. It makes a very good partner to the 
mud dresser (ESPO code X144313).

1800 x 625 x 525mm (l x w x h).

X144321  Each        £634.00

A

B
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MUD KITCHEN

A fantastic addition to an outdoor role play area. Children can create mud pies and 
mess, wash up and pretend to cook in the outdoors. No installation required – just 
place next to your messy soil dig pit and they're away! Please note: the finished 
mud kitchen may vary slightly in design from image shown.

1000 x 415 x 800mm (l x w x h).

X144569   Each       £393.50

NATURE-STUDY TABLE

This robust nature-study table lets young children get up close and personal with 
bugs, flowers, leaves and other nature samples. A stationary magnifying lens makes 
viewing easy, and a moveable stand means smaller objects can be looked at more 
closely. Great for studying the results of a nature walk. Dimensions: 350 x 350 x 
500mm.

X116956   Each       £181.50

DINOSAUR BONES MATCH & MEASURE SET

Cast from a durable and unique mix, these bones are just waiting to be discovered. 
Bury them in sand, soil or even water. Each bone increases in size by 20mm and can 
be used to introduce the concept of measurement, doubling and halving. The set 
includes 16 bones - two of each size, 60, 80, 100, 120 ,140 and 200mm. Includes 
activity cards which are made from durable PVC so are tough enough to be used 
in the outdoor area (including water play) as children discover the buried bones. 

Cards measure 275 x 210mm.

218995   Set           £42.00

NEW
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BUILDERS' BENCH

This beautifully-sized wooden workbench is ideal for all architects, engineers and builders. This is ideal for creative 
little hands with everything they could possibly need. Includes workbench and a little storage seat.

1200 x 480 x 985mm.

X144435  Set        £333.00

PULLEY & BUCKET

Sensory, science and construction play time,  this 
clever pulley & bucket is ideal for sand, dig pits or 
water play to add a new dimension of interactivity. 
This outdoor play item provides many physical and 
role play possibilities and is a valuable addition to any 
construction play area.

100 x 250 x 1200mm.

X144577   Each        £444.00

WOODEN FLOOR GIANT DOMINOES SET

Supplied in a strong carton together with a cotton drawstring bag for storage. Each domino measures approx 
75 x 150 x 15mm.

232912  Set of 28         £16.23

NEW
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FEELS-WRITE PRE-WRITING STONES

Ideal for pre-writing activities, these tactile stones will 
help children to build their fine motor skills and the 
language to talk about shapes and patterns. Made 
from a unique stone mix, the stones can be used both 
indoors and outside. Includes activity leaflet. Stones 
measure between 95-120mm.

226416  Set of 12         £35.00

NUMBER PEBBLES SUM BUILDING SET

Can be used in sand, water and small-world play. 
Durable and weatherproof for outdoor use. Cast from 
a resin and stone mix, each pebble is engraved with 
a number and measures between 30-45mm. Includes: 
2 each of numbers 0-20 and plus, minus & equals 
symbols; 1 each of times & divide symbols and a 
leaflet of ideas & activities.

174491  Set of 50          £31.60

PEBBLES - WORD BUILDING

Specially cast from a durable resin and stone mix, 
these tactile pebbles appeal to children’s natural 
instinct to explore. Each one is engraved with a lower 
case letter and measures between 30 and 45mm. 
Contains three of each vowel, two each of b, c, d, f, g, 
h, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, y and one each of j, k, q, v, w, x, z.

156124  Set of 50          £32.45

FEELS-WRITE NUMBER STONES

Young children often struggle just as much with 
forming numerals correctly as they do with letters. Let 
them take a hands-on approach using this set of 10 
tactile number stones (0-9). The stones are made from 
durable mix and are suitable for use across an early 
years environment, including water play and outdoors. 
Individual stones measure between 120-135mm.

220116     Age 3+ Set of 10         £29.50

FEELS-WRITE LETTER STONES

Each stone is carefully engraved to provide important 
sensory feedback to help young children develop the 
movements needed for writing each letter. Starting 
at the green dot, children will enjoy tracing each 
letter shape with their finger, building important 
motor-memory skills. Includes activity leaflet. Stones 
measure between 75-135mm.

226432  Set of 26         £47.50

TACTILE COUNTING STONES

This robust set of counting stones displays number 
arrays from 1 to 10 using a pattern of indented circles 
to represent the relevant number. Made from a stone 
and resin mix, these stones can be used across a 
variety of environments including water and sand. 
Their tactile nature means that they are perfect for 
sensory maths investigations. Contains 20 stones (2 
sets of 1-10 stones), measuring between 80-85mm 
in length.

234737      Age 3+ Set of 20         £31.50

DRAWING BOARDS

Freestanding and double sided. With ledge for pens and chalks. Dimensions: 1160 x 1100 x 900mm.

WHITE

X116992   Each        £311.50

PAINT ME DRAW YOU

X117000   Each        £311.50
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BALL TOWER

This outdoor play item is all timber and is suitable 
for repetitive play and motor skills development, but 
most of all fun. Your timber chute tower comes with 
12 timber balls. 

900 x 400 x 970mm (l x w x h).

X144593   Each       £519.50

TIMBER YARD

Our timber yard is a popular addition to any role play 
area with its stackable building blocks, and table set 
at a convenient height, which allows the children to 
test their building skills and enjoy imaginative games 
with friends. Building blocks included. 

800 x 800 x 1400mm.

X144585   Each        £558.00

PAINTED LOGS

These colourful, painted logs are a perfect addition to 
the playground as stepping logs, seats or loose parts 
play items. Made from larch, the logs are sanded to 
prevent splinters and painted with a water-proof 
paint. Set of 5 logs in various heights and diameters.

200-250 x 300-400mm (dia x height).

X144338  Set of 5       £268.00

MUD KITCHEN BOWL PACK

Includes 8 pieces. Large bowl 200mm diameter. 
Contents may vary.

241865  Set of 8        £38.20

CRAZY SOAP

Squirt, shape and bounce with these crazy soaps, 3 x 
225ml bottles in white, pink and blue.

234443  Set of 3 x 225ml           £10.60

MESSY PLAY UTENSILS KIT

A high quality utensils kit that is perfect for messy 
play. Includes:

• 1 x large mixing bowl
• 1 x large colander
• 1 x small sieve 
• 3 x jelly or slime moulds
• 3 x colourful whisks
• 2 x colourful ladles
• 1 x potato masher
• 3 x fillable egg spreaders
• 1 x  litre measuring jug

X142503  Kit         £43.50

HARDBOARD CLIPBOARD

Hard wearing, waterproof clipboard. High capacity 
clip with hanging hook. Glazed front provides smooth 
writing surface.

A4+ (225 X 350MM)

211079   Pack of 12         £10.05
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WATER TABLES

Children are fascinated by the flow of water. This pair of water tables are the perfect 
height for children to use and explore the properties of water. They do not require 
plumbing in as children can fill the channels with buckets from a tap. A plug hole 
and rubber bung allows water to drain away. These can be free-standing or ground 
fixed.

Tallest table is 1225 x 500 x 550mm high.

X144346  Pair       £702.00

KITCHEN UNITS

All the ingredients for hours of play in this kitchen set. The handcrafted kitchen includes a sink, cooker and washing machine. Perfect for small groups of budding 
homeowners.

1500 x 500 x 500mm.

X144419   Set        £441.00

WATERWALL

The waterwall is a great developmental and sensory play resource, challenging 
analytical thinking and introducing some basic scientific ideas and of course its a lot 
of wet splashy fun! Water is channelled from a tank through a series of adjustable 
channels, tubes and wheels on a freestanding frame, giving children control over 
flow and direction as they follow their urge to explore and experiment. 

Dimensions: 2000 x 1100 x 800mm.

X116964   Each       £1,363.50



MUD KITCHEN WASHABLE ACTIVITY CARDS

These inspirational activity cards will encourage children to get imaginative in their 
mud kitchen area. With lots of muddy recipes to choose from, including a Gruffalo 
Stew, seafood platter and the classic mud pie, children will be inspired to get 
making, blending, baking and creating. Each card includes beautiful photographic 
images on one side with activity prompts, vocabulary and extension ideas on the 
reverse. Durable plastic, any muddy splashes can be washed away. 16 double-sided 
cards measuring 275 x 210mm.

245011   Set of 16          £21.40

ADVENTURE OUTDOORS WASHABLE IDEA CARDS - MUD, 
WIND & PUDDLES

The outdoor environment is alive with learning opportunities and can be a vibrant 
place for children’s growth. It is the place where children are often at the most 
inventive, physically active and emotionally engaged. With hands in mud or feet in 
sand, eyes to the sky or ears to the ground, children are fully focused and absorbed. 
Designed to offer portable inspiration whatever the weather. Printed on durable 
plastic, each pack contains 30 photographs (120 x 75mm) with activity ideas on the 
reverse. Quick-release metal rings.

245003     Set of 3 packs          £31.60
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SAND & WATER SET

Includes Sand Tray, Water Tray and Tuff Trays.

X142531  Set of 3         £31.50

MESSY PLAY SET

Includes Mark Marking, Squidgy Stuff and Messy Play.

X142548  Set of 3         £31.50

50 FANTASTIC IDEAS BOOK PACKS 

Packed full of inspiring activities which re-invigorate and extend traditional areas of Early Years provision, the 50 Fantastic Things To Do With Range is a must have for 
preschools and nurseries. Each activity features easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions with additional ideas on how to extend the activity inside and outdoors. The 
learning possibilities are clearly identified and practitioners can see at a glance what the children will get out of the activity.



OUTDOOR CHALKBOARD

Large 1 x 1m chalkboard with numbers 1-100 in grid fashion. Ideal for helping 
children with numbers, counting, times tables and sequencing. Use chalk to colour 
in and circle the numbers. Has pre-drilled holes so can be hung inside or outside.

X150862      Each          £47.00

TRAIN CHALKBOARDS 

Large, playful and brightly coloured chalkboards designed to be fun and educational. Encourages both play and learning with printed letters and numbers which can be 
circled or marked. One features the board for noughts and crosses. One has a large blank area for drawing and/or writing. Pre-drilled holes so can be mounted onto any 
wall. Approx size 2300 x 820mm.

X150984         Set of 4          £114.00

SPEECH BUBBLES CHALKBOARDS

Ideal for writing or drawing thoughts on. Encourages drawing, writing and play. 400 x 300mm.

X151466         Set of 4          £35.00
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GARDEN COLLECTION CHALKBOARDS

Beautifully designed garden-themed chalkboards where children can design and 
draw their own thoughts and pictures. All have pre-drilled holes so can be mounted 
onto any wall. Approx. 600mm dia.

X151049       Set of 5          £106.00
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STORY STONES

OUTER SPACE

261106 Age 2+ Set of 13         £22.00

FAIRY TALES

261092 Age 2+ Set of 13         £22.00

RUSTIC BOWLS

This set of 3 nesting bowls invites handling. Also suitable for use in 
water, sand and mud. Set includes 3 durable bowls measuring between 
85-120mm. Safe for children aged 18 months plus.

258911 Age 18 months+ Set of 3         £20.00

RUSTIC POURERS

These charming rustic pourers are robust enough to be used outside with a range of materials 
and will enhance sand, water and muddy play. Easy to hold, they can be used to scoop and 
pour liquids and solids. Ideal for exploring and comparing volumes, the shaped lip makes 
pouring intuitive and easy for young learners. Set includes three tactile pourers measuring 
between 105-145mm

254797 Age 2+ Set of 3         £18.50

MINI BEAST FARM

The child-friendly, acrylic panels make it easy to monitor the activity of bugs and insects. Soil 
not included. 900 x 600 x 900mm. 
• Ideal for school and nursery gardens 
• Made using premium quality Scandavian Redwood 
• Freestanding sturdy construction 
• Smooth finish - soft to touch and no splinters - with round edges for safety 
• Fully assembled 
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years.

X159829     Each         £365.00

all NEW productsNEW

Set of beautifully engraved stones measuring 50mm. Children 
can build story frameworks by picking from the character, 
setting and object subsets, each a different colour.
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SENSORY PLAY STONES - VEGETABLES

Boiled, roasted, fried or steamed, each one can be used to make all sorts of soups, 
stews, salads and stir fries. As sliced vegetables, the children can see how the beautiful 
sculptures compare to the real thing. Each set contains eight vegetables: tomato, pak 
choi, onion, peas, carrot, mushroom, cucumber and broccoli. Measures 50-80mm. 
These durable stones are able to withstand the toughest of treatment and be as 
good as new once cleaned up. They are robust enough for creative cooking in a mud 
kitchen or role play area. Children will find all sorts of ways to prepare and serve 
these delightful tactile stones for all-year-round dining.

254827 Age 2+ Set         £20.00

MUD KITCHEN COLLECTION

Whether you are looking to create a new mud kitchen or enrich the one you have, 
you will find plenty here to help. This inspirational collection includes: mud kitchen 
activity cards, stand-it-stones, play eggs, sensory plays stones: fruits, sensory play 
stones: vegetables and mud kitchen process stones. a copy of the award-winning 
mud kitchens and beyond book is also included, full of practical activities and ideas.

X158873  Set         £126.00

SENSORY PLAY STONES - FRUIT

Fresh from the mud kitchen or outdoor area comes fruit salad, poached 
fruit, cobbler and pies. The set includes eight colourful fruits: apple, pear, 
peach, strawberry, avocado, kiwi, orange and lemon. Measures 45-70mm. 
These durable stones are able to withstand the toughest of treatment and be as 
good as new once cleaned up. They are robust enough for creative cooking in a mud 
kitchen or role play area. Children will find all sorts of ways to prepare and serve 
these delightful tactile stones for all-year-round dining.

254819 Age 2+ Set         £20.00

MUD KITCHEN PROCESS STONES

Durable for use in all outdoor environments, these tactile stones show a simple 
image of a cooking process on one side and a related word on the reverse. Ideal 
for introducing key vocabulary, the stones can be easily lined up to show the stages 
of a recipe. Made from a unique stone and resin mix, each set contains ten process 
stones: bake, cook, crush, cut, measure, pour, roll, spread, stir and whisk. Measures 
45mm high.

254800 Age 2+ Set         £22.50



all NEW productsNEW

OUTDOOR WOODEN WEIGHT

Fun outdoor scale to demonstrate balancing and other Maths and STEM activities. 
Can be used with the Outdoor Wooden Balance Blocks (ESPO code X158881) to 
demonstrate weight. 650 x 220 x 650mm (wxdxh).

X158901  Each         £74.00

OUTDOOR WOODEN BALANCE BLOCKS

These wooden blocks are great for activities in and outside the classroom and will inspire curious minds to show off basic maths skills. Set includes 22 blocks in whole units, 
1/2, 1/4 and 1/8. 80 x 40 x 80mm (wxdxh).

X158881  Set of 22 blocks         £41.00

OUTDOOR WOODEN GIANT SCALE

Take Maths and STEM learning outside. This outdoor scale will inspire curious minds 
to investigate the properties of weight and density using stones, wood and anything 
found in nature. Made from solid Eucalyptus. Buckets not included. 1800 x 800 x 
900mm (wxdxh).

X158893  Each         £94.00

20
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LARGE STORAGE SHED

With 3 shelf levels. Ideal for storing outdoor essentials - balls, tools, wellies, pots etc. All edges rounded 
for safety. Doors fitted with anti-trap strip to prevent finger injury. Middle 2 shelves: 320mm height. 
Overall dimensions 1760 x 1830 x 910mm (h x w x d).

X158359  Installed Each        £545.00
X158367  Self-assembly      Each        £499.00

SMALL STOARGE SHED 

Great for small spaces but still lots of capacity and great 
for keeping your outdoor storage area tidy and contents 
safe (key supplied). Internal shelf depth 380mm. Overall 
dimensions 1370 x 1030 x 860mm (h x w x d).

X158375 Installed  Each        £595.00
X158383 Self-assembly Each        £545.00

TRIKE STORAGE SHED

The ideal place to store outdoor bikes, trikes and scooters. Features wide doors for easy access. All edges 
rounded for safety. Doors fitted with anti-trap strip to prevent finger injury. 1320 x 1830 x 910mm (h x 
w x d). Doors 1050 x 760mm (h x w) each.

X154139  Installed Each        £575.50
X154147  Self-assembly     Each         £541.00

all NEW productsNEW
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OUTDOOR CHEST

Perfect for storing some outdoor play essentials - balls, ropes, 
tools, play equipment, etc. This outdoor chest even has a small 
sliding compartment inside to hold and separate smaller items 
(120 x 750 x 460mm h x w x d). All edges rounded for safety. 
Lid fitted with anti-trap strip to prevent finger injury. 880 x 1525 
x 610mm (h x w x d).

X158391 Installed Each        £333.00
X158391 Self-assembly  Each        £308.00

all NEW productsNEW

 

256633 Green  Each        £6.00
256641 Lid for 15 litre tub Each        £7.00

 

256692 Red  Each        £8.00

256676 Blue  Each £12.00
256684 Lid for 35 litre tub Each £5.00

256617 Blue  Pack of 10        £12.00
256609 Red  Pack of 10        £12.00
256625 Yellow  Pack of 10        £12.00

15 LITRE 

Size: 390 x 160mm (dia x h). 

35 LITRE 

Size: 570 x 160mm (dia. x h).

0.37 LITRE 

Size 95 x 70mm (dia x h). Weight: 30g.

You can use this tub for everything. The golf-patterned handles make Gorilla Tubs® easy to carry around. Made from food grade material so suitable for food storing and 
preparation.

RED GORILLA TUBS 

38 LITRE 

Size 450 x 330mm (dia. x h). Weight 900g.
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FREE-STANDING WASHING LINE

This sturdy, free-standing washing line has endless play opportunities. It is ideal 
for children to create number lines, display patterns and number bonds, show 
alphabetical and phonic lists or use in role play scenarios and creative play. Includes 
2 posts, rope not included. Made from pressure-treated timber. 900 x 800 x 800mm 
(h x base w x d).

X158294   Each        £222.00

DUO SAND & WATER UNIT

The smaller unit is stored under the larger unit and has lockable castors, great for 
sand and water play – trays can be easily moved and emptied. Large unit: 680 x 510 
x 700mm height. Small unit: 640 x 510 x 515mm height.

X153871   Each        £443.00

WOODLAND HIDEAWAY DOLLS’ HOUSE

For a world peopled with fairy folk, this house is perfect for small world play 
among twisted tree roots and grassy spaces. Open at the front and back to allow 
access for groups of children, the simplicity of design puts no limits on the scope 
for imaginative play. Made from pressure-treated European Redwood timber (FSC), 
with a 5 year guarantee against rot and insect damage. Accessories not included. 
Approximate weight 30kg. 900 x 940 x 470mm (h x w x d).

X158314   Each        £232.00

CONSTRUCTION SET

Encourages group role play and stimulates imagination. Children can work 
together to get the job done. Includes 1 x Mini Viking Wheelbarrow, 1 x Mini Viking 
Sackbarrow and 1 x Mini Viking Digger

X154341  Age 4 - 10 Set of 3        £318.00

NEW

NEW



HAY BALE BEAN BAGS

Gather young learners together for circle time and 
imaginative play, group discussions or assisted 
reading. The realistic look helps to engage children on 
themes such as life on the farm, natural materials or 
even use during harvest festivals or christmas nativity 
plays. 

600 x 350 x 200mm. 

X144212   Pack of 2         £88.00

NATURE BUNDLE

Includes 1 bark floor mat and 2 multi-seater foam 
logs. use as part of a themed reading corner or take 
outside for fun outdoor learning. Store inside when 
not in use. Wipe clean with a damp cloth. 

X144249   Set        £328.00

TACTILE PANELS SET

A set of 3 large tactile panels for the outdoors to 
stimulate the senses – these beautiful, interesting and 
tactile panels are a great addition to any sensory or 
play garden. 

800 x 400mm each.

X144524   Set of 3        £555.50

GRASS COVERED SEATING 

Invite tactile role play into your settings with these 
synthetic grass seats. A fun and sturdy seat for indoor 
and outdoor use. Children can move these seats 
independently and use in role play.

SHEEP 

660 x 270 x 300mm.
X144532   Each        £243.50
X144540  Set of 3        £636.00

COW 

720 x 300 x 480mm.
X144552  Each       £243.50

MULTI-SEATER FOAM LOG

Inspire lessons on nature, life cycles, natural materials, 
forests and more using this large multi-seater foam 
log to sit multiple children. Lightweight, can be easily 
transported and stored away upright.

1000 x 400 x 250mm.

X144232   Each        £148.00
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LOG CARRY CUSHIONS

Designed as an engaging teaching resource and comfortable, mobile seating option, all in one. Use 
these carry cushions outdoors to get closer to nature, inspire lessons on nature, life cycles, natural 
materials, forests and habitats. Comes with free storage bag for easy transport and space-saving 
storage.

400 x 50mm (dia x height).

X144168   Pack of 6       £139.50

TREE STUMP BEAN STOOLS

Create an engaging outdoor classroom with these realistic, printed 
tree stump bean stools. Ideal for circle time, assisted reading and 
group work. Lightweight and can be easily transported, stacked and 
stored.

SMALL

380 x 200mm (dia x height)
X144176  Pack of 3         £108.00
LARGE

450 x 350mm (dia x height)
X144184   Pack of 2         £94.00

GRASS BEAN CUBES

Bring the outdoors in with these realistic, digitally printed grass 
bean bag cubes. Use as part of a nature-inspired reading corner 
to encourage reluctant readers to pick up a book or take outside 
to learn about the great outdoors or natural materials. Lightweight 
and can be easily transported, stacked and stored - enjoy use across 
primary age groups throughout key stages 1 and 2.

380 x 380 x 380mm.

X144192  Pack of 2          £94.00
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SEASONS CUSHIONS

Inspire lessons on seasonal change using this vibrant pack of 10 handled cushions. The easy, 
grab-and-go handle design means children can take learning outside and sit on these comfortable 
cushion seats. The 4 high definition printed designs feature realistic images of fresh grass, colourful 
floral meadows, crisp leaves and bare bark, plus 6 plain colours. Made in wipe-clean, durable 
polyester fabric. Supplied with storage bag.

430 x 430mm.

X144204   Pack of 10        £139.50



CHILDREN'S COTTAGE

Our largest children's playhouse - help expand your children's imaginations and 
make the most of playing outdoors whatever the weather. This robust solid redwood 
cottage has lots of room for group activities and can even be used as a store for 
play equipment. Four georgian style windows allow for plenty of light. Overall 
dimensions: 2.13 x 2.13m (l x w). Apex height 1.79m, eaves 1.26m and veranda 
0.61m x 2.1m.

X134970 Installed  Each       £1,097.00
X134962 Self Assembly Each       £1,019.50

CHILDREN'S DEN

This children's playhouse can be used by several children at once and has endless 
roleplay opportunities to occupy and develop young minds. Solid redwood 
construction with three georgian style windows and antique door handles and 
hinges. Overall dimensions: 1.83 x 1.83m (l x w). Apex height 1.85m, eaves 1.32m 
and veranda 0.61m x 1.83m.

X134946 Installed  Each       £843.00
X134938 Self Assembly Each       £777.50

CHILDREN'S RETREAT

This solid redwood playhouse is a perfect little retreat for young ones. Superior 
build quality makes this little georgian style cottage with antique door handles and 
hinges, perfect for school use. Overall dimensions: 1.83 X 1.22m (l x w). Apex height 
1.37m, eaves 1.07m and veranda 0.61m  x 1.22m.

X113777 Installed  Each       £537.50
X113769 Self Assembly Each       £468.00

MAZE PANELS

A set of 18 panels in 2 sizes so children can create their very own labyrinth of 
pathways. Comprises 8 panels 1.5 X 1.2m and 10 panels 0.75 X 1.2m accessories 
not included.

X127700   Set        £682.50
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All playhouses have a solid wood floor but for maximum longevity must be installed on a flat, solid, 

level base, e.g. concrete or paving slabs. Each premium playhouse is CE marked and safety features 

include smooth surfaces inside and out, rounded edges on frames and acrylic safety glass.

Outdoor Furniture

DID YOU KNOW?
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ROOM DIVIDER WITH GATE

This 4 piece picket fence with gate allows an area to be sectioned off for different forms of play. The fences can be moved around to create separate spaces, simply by 
hooking them together. 1200 x 750mm (l x h).

X153888      Set          £432.50

CHILD’S READING CHAIR 

This chair is sure to grab the attention of pupils. The 
cute seat becomes the ultimate platform for drawing, 
devouring snacks or catching up with their favourite 
reading time. Seat height 450mm. 570 x 450 x 
880mm (l x w x h).

X153896      Each          £249.00

CHALKBOARD TABLE & BENCHES

A great option for limited play spaces. Remove the chalkboard lid and use for sand play or storage. Table 1200 x 
1200 x 600mm. Benches 900 x 200 x 300mm.

X151709        Set          £900.00
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WORKBENCH 

Use as a mud pie kitchen, an outside home corner workbench or as a handy outdoor woodworking bench. With a great space underneath for extra storage and a large 
worktop for group play.  550 x 1100 x 550mm (h x w x d).

X154005         Each          £283.50

SHOPPING CENTRE

Time to go shopping with this open ended multifunctional market stall. Fill the stall with fruit and veg or any other items that your children may want to sell from their shop. 
Supplied complete with 6 trays. 

1300 x 1250 x 1180mm (h x w x d).

X154013        Each          £585.00
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BFORK

200mm socket, with handle and 
four prongs.

146625 Each         £12.28

AA BB CC

PLANT POTS

Brown plastic, re-usable.

45926 75mm top dia. Pack of 10           £2.14
45934 125mm top dia. Pack of 5           £2.30

PLASTIC LABELS

Tough white plastic, for labelling plant pots. 100 x 
14mm water resistant, separate, non-adhesive.

46302  Pack of 100           £3.06

COMPOST 

MULTI-PURPOSE

For nurturing plants.

45705 Bag of 60 litres            £7.57

GARDENING SET

A set of gardening tools designed for little hands. Set 
includes wheelbarrow, gloves, set of 3 hand tools, 
watering can (colour may vary), broom, shovel, rake, 
hoe and soil rake.

X116539   Set         £88.00

JUNIOR GARDENING TOOLS 

Range of quality garden tools for juniors to use.

ASPADE

200mm socket, with handle. 
Blade 127 x 178mm.

146617 Each         £12.28

CRAKE

709mm length. With handle and 
6 teeth.

147125 Each           £9.45

COTTON GARDENING GLOVES

Pack of 5 pairs

258423 £11.38

GREEN HAND TOOLS

Pack of 6

258415 £9.15

CHILDREN'S WHEELBARROW

Sturdy wheelbarrow with a wheel either side to 
prevent tipping. 770 x 300mm (w x h).

X31192  Each          £36.00

NEW

NEW

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW
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PLANT & PLAY

Plant the seeds of curiosity with the plant and play unit. Introduce children to the 
science of germination and seedling anatomy by letting them harvest their own 
herbs, fruit and vegetables. Plant and play is an open-ended unit and so it can also 
be used as a shop-front, an outdoor desk or whatever it becomes.

1200 x 600mm.

X144402   Each       £412.50

ALLOTMENT GARDENING BEDS 

Creating an allotment or a single raised sensory planter – includes growing medium. 

2400 x 800 x 600mm (l x w x h).

X144496   Each        £866.50

PLANTER

There's nothing children like more than getting their 
hands dirty, so why not let them have a go at growing 
fruit and vegetables this year? Planter boxes can be 
arranged to create effective landscaping solutions 
quickly and with minimum effort. Please note these 
planters are supplied without bases.

500 x 500 (w x h).

1000MM LENGTH

X144382   Each        £134.50
1500MM LENGTH

X144399   Each       £145.50

WOODEN FRAMES
Versatile wooden frames that can be used to make a sandbox 
or to create a planter where children can grow vegetables and 
flowers. Straightforward to put together and supplied with a 
free membrane liner to retain sand or soil.

SQUARE

Dimensions: 1200 x 1200 x 300mm.

X116931   Each          £124.50

HEXAGONAL

Dimensions: 1500 x 1500 x 300mm.

X116948   Each         £126.50
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POTTING TABLE & STOOLS

A great gardening accessory for your school. You can be assured that this will be the hub for most of your gardening activities. Beautifully crafted from high quality timber. 
Comes with table and 4 stools.

Table size 750 x 750 x 520mm.

X144370   Set        £403.00

GREEN ROOF OPEN SHELVES

Lovely green roofed shelves which are perfect for 
wellingtons or any other playground clutter. The 
shelves are supplied with a planting bed on the roof 
ready to add soil and plants. Delivered assembled.

2000 x 500 x 1350mm (l x w x h).

X144257   Each       £1,104.00
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PLAYGROUND PLANTER WITH TRELLIS 

This is a living planter/space divider that you can grow vegetables like peas and runner beans up. The larch frame 
has many pre-drilled holes so you and the children can weave string through to make the growing frame, which 
also serves as a living wall or space divider. The string provides adequate support for the climbers but stops 
children attempting the same. The string and old plants can simply be pulled down at the end of the growing 
season, making maintenance a doddle. Delivered assembled.

2000 x 450 x 2050mm (l x w x h).

X144281   Each       £647.00

35

STAGE & SOCIAL SPACE

This provides the framework for several living walls of climbers to grow around the multiple seats. The wide 
benches are flush with the top of the planters giving surprisingly versatile opportunities for sitting, lounging, 
socialising or even working. The upright supports have eyelets which can be threaded with string to provide 
support for the climbers but stop children attempting the same. The string and old plants can simply be pulled 
down at the end of the growing season, making maintenance a doddle. Price includes installation.

4000 x 900 x 1400m (l x w x h).

X144293   Each       £1,206.00 COMPOSTER WORMERY

Watch nature take its course with this composter. 
Recycle your organic waste and watch as the worms 
get to work. Develop opportunities to learn about 
recycling green waste and provide children with the 
opportunity to observe and handle wildlife within 
their setting. This timer wormery has a great viewing 
window, easily accessible for wheelchair users. Easy 
installation, self-assembly required. Does not include 
worms.

Approx dimensions: 900 x 900 x 900mm (l x w x h).

X144463   Each       £731.00

GROWING BOX

Ideal sensory growing planter or, when grouped 
together, great to help partition off zone areas. Made 
from natural pressure treated timber.

1590 x 500 x 1180mm (l x w x h).

X144471   Each       £340.50



HYDROPONICS LAB

Get a 360° view of growing plants from the roots up. 
Unique, transparent seed baskets provide a view of 
seedlings growing both up and down. Water in the 
plastic tubes creates an amazing, magnified view of 
the roots. Includes 3 test tubes, 3 seed baskets, 3 
stands with write and wipe surface for easy labelling 
and activity guide. Durable, shatterproof plastic tubes 
measure 40 x 180mm.

219096  Kit          £17.40

SEE-THROUGH COMPOST CONTAINER

Three separate compartments enable children to view 
the entire decomposition process clearly and make 
side-by-side comparisons between different materials. 
Includes plastic box with three compartments 
featuring aeration holes and magnification spots, 3 
thermometers and activity guide.

225959   Kit          £27.10

ORGANIC VEGGIE CLASSROOM KIT

Grow your own organic vegetables with this exciting 
classroom kit, which contains enough material for 
12 students. Including bush cucumber seeds, tomato 
seeds, sweet pepper seeds, green bean seeds, teacher 
guide and student guide. A great introduction to 
gardening

251577     Set          £23.85

MOBILE GREENHOUSE  

This Mobile Greenhouse is perfect for young gardeners who are earning their green 
fingers. Open up discussion about plant lifecycles and watch their amazement as 
flowers grow before their eyes. Features a transparent covering for little ones to look 
through and watch their plants grow. 800 x 600 x 1150mm height

X159322   Each       £288.00

BUSY BENCH  

Freestanding, versatile bench which can be used for a variety of outdoor activities. 
Features a low level storage shelf. 1200 x 560 x 560mm 
• Ideal for school and nursery gardens 
• Made using premium quality Scandavian Redwood 
• Freestanding sturdy construction 
• Smooth finish - soft to touch and no splinters - with round edges for safety 
• Fully assembled 
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years.

X159792   Each       £499.00

SINGLE PLANTER  

The perfect accessory for growing plants. 800 x 800 x 400mm. 
• Ideal for school and nursery gardens 
• Made using premium quality Scandavian Redwood 
• Freestanding sturdy construction 
• Smooth finish - soft to touch and no splinters - with round edges 
for safety 
• Fully assembled 
• Specially treated timber guaranteed for 10 years.

X159800   Each       £269.00

all NEW productsNEW
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NATURAL EXPLORER SET 

Children will have fun exploring the wonders of nature with 
this amazing value pack. Use the Handy Bug Magnifier, 
Giant Magnifying Pot and Ant Mountain for collecting and 
studying leaves, plants, rocks, fossils and insects. Use Giant 
Aquascope and Magnifiers in stand for viewing bugs and 
underwater creatures. Includes: 1 x magnifiers in stand 
(set of 6), 1 x aquascope, 1 x ant mountain, 1 x giant 
magnifying pot, 3 x handy bug magnifiers.

X162040 Ages 3+  Set            £85.00

NEW

JUNIOR YELLOW

Junior yellow binoculars with 3x magnification lenses. Rigid construction with 
objective 28mm diameter lens. 110mm width. Lanyard included.

215627 Age 3+  Pack of 12          £39.95

EASY GRIP

Easy to grip and hold binoculars with large eye pieces, colourful design and easy-to-
clean lenses. Comes with neck cord. Should be used with adult supervision.

198714 Age 3+  Pair            £12.60

UPRIGHT WEATHER 
STATION

An inexpensive but complete 
weather station with all 
components attached to one 
central pole. Wind speed, wind 
direction, rainfall and temperature 
are all featured, as well as the 
time of day observed on the sun 
dial. 1.16m high.

122920 Each          £33.51

ANEMOMETER

This unique design gives a direct reading of wind speed, without the need to count 
revolutions. The low and high calibrations register ms-1 and the beaufort scale. 
It can be hand held or fixed permanently. Complete with product guide. 280 x 
190mm.

123749  Each         £15.03

NEW

NEW
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POND NETS

A robust net with close weave mesh netting, ideal for 
pond-dipping activities. Handle: 330mm. Net: 150 x 
120mm.

216046   Pack of 5            £5.30

TELESCOPIC SCRUNCH NETS

Ideal for pond dipping and butterfly catching. 
Polyester mesh net with stainless steel extending 
handle and phthalate-free, soft pvc grip. Net diameter 
200mm. Handle extends from 170 to 660mm. Set of 
one each of blue and red.

205826   Set of 2         £10.75

RAIN GAUGE

An inexpensive and accurate rain gauge, graduated 
in millimetres. Can be used free standing or with the 
spike provided. The lid prevents spillage if the gauge 
is carried. Comes complete with product guide. 160 
x 80mm.

122939  Each          £6.91

LET'S INVESTIGATE BUGS

A realistic set of 8 bugs: ant, beetle, butterfly, 
centipede, dragonfly, ladybird, spider and woodlouse. 
Go on a bug hunt, study any finds discovered outside, 
brush them off and clean them up. Make a record of 
what's been found by taking a wax rubbing and/or 
making an imprint in modelling clay. Able to fit well 
in small hands, these bugs will inspire children's 
imagination.

225967 Age 2+ Set of 8          £18.40

LET'S INVESTIGATE FARMYARD 
FOOTPRINTS

Each double-sided stone has the raised footprint of 
an animal on one side and the image of the animal 
embedded on the other. Press the footprint into sand, 
mud, etc. and create a trail for children to follow. 
Includes cow, horse, sheep, pig, dog, cat, chicken and 
duck. Findings can be recorded by taking rubbings, 
making impressions or painting and discovering what 
else they know or can find out. Robust enough to be 
used throughout early years settings and outdoors. 
Stones measure between 70-80mm.

225975 Age 2+  Set of 8         £18.40

PLAY & EXPLORE FOSSILS

Discover and examine this set of eight attractive, 
realistic and tactile specimens, including ammonite, 
clam shell, fern leaf, preserved leaves, sea urchin, 
shark's tooth, shrimp and trilobite. Made from a 
unique stone mix, they are robust enough to be used 
throughout an early years setting, both indoors and 
out. Size 80-90mm.

219002   Set of 8         £17.90

RAINMAKER

This water cycle simulator is simple to set up and operate. Choose whether to fill the ocean with fresh water, salt 
water, diluted vinegar or any other safe ‘pollutant’. Investigate: the water cycle, acid rain, pollution, evaporation 
and condensation, fresh water from salt water and how materials change. Full teacher’s notes with experiments 
and instructions included. Lamp required (not included). Length 500mm approx.

225924   Each         £57.92

NEW
NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



SPECIMEN VIEWERS AND MAGNIFIERS

A bumper class pack of 35 assorted, optical acrylic 
specimen viewers and hand lenses. Suitable for a wide 
variety of magnifying needs both in the classroom and 
outdoors. The viewing jars have a 5mm measuring 
grid. Supplied in a tough waterproof plastic storage 
box. The set contains: 

• 24 of each 35mm handy magnifiers, 
    magnification x5 

• 5 of each 50mm double lens detail magnifiers,  
    magnification x4 and x6

• 2 of each 63mm clarity magnifiers,         
   magnification x3.5

• 4 of each 70mm intermag specimen viewers,  
    magnification x3.5.

153168 Class Pack of 35         £30.77

NATURAL SHAPE VIEWERS

This set of 5 beech wood viewers will inspire children 
to explore their environment with new enthusiasm 
and focus. The set includes circle, square, rectangle, 
triangle and hexagon which are all made from 
sustainably sourced wood. Age 2+.

234753 160mm  Pack of 5         £25.00

MAGNIFIERS

HAND, PLASTIC

Good quality, hard-wearing magnifiers with dual 
magnification.

215708 45mm  Pack of 10            £6.40

WOODEN SURROUND HAND LENS

Plastic lens with 2x magnification plus inset lens with 
3x magnification. An excellent aid to observation.

159247 100mm dia.  Each           £5.38

CLASS MAGNIFIER PACK

This traditional-shaped magnifier can be marked with 
marker pen with class identifier or student name.

180815 140 x 68mm Pack of 30          £17.25

TWO WAY VIEWER

Easy to use field study viewer as objects are always 
correctly focused. Specimens can be viewed from 
above and from the side.

62014   Each           £6.68

BUG VIEWER

Transparent plastic magnifying sample box (2x 
magnification), incorporating a metric base grid 
marked in mm/cm divisions. The lid (lens) can be used 
separately as a hand magnifier.

47104 62mm dia.  Each           £2.94

BUGNOCULARS 

These all purpose Bugnoculars are ideal for viewing 
insects, seeds, flowers, leaves or fossils with 3x twin 
magnifiers. Contains air holes and a built-in carrying 
handle which folds down when viewing. Supplied 
with 2 kinds of tweezers. The water tight bottom is 
ideal for viewing small fish, tadpoles and other water 
dwelling life forms. Made from durable plastic. 150 x 
80 x 80mm.

251771    Each          £7.52
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BUTTERFLY PAVILION 

Witness the wonder of the butterfly life cycle with this amazing educational experience. 
the see-through mesh and zippered entry allow easy access for care and feeding of 10 
caterpillars to metamorphose into 10 painted lady butterflies. includes: pavilion habitat, 
pre-paid postage certificate for 10 painted lady butterfly larvae with special food, 
instructions and fact filled activity guide. 600mm height. 

N.B. This kit does not included any live insects. Complete and post the mail coupon to 
get your larvae).

239313 Age 4+   Set       £29.50

JUNIOR EXPLORATION KIT 

a brightly coloured set including 6 rainbow magnifiers, 6 tongs and 6 viewers. The magnifiers are ideal for investigating bugs, leaves and patterns in nature with 3x 
magnifications. The viewers are observation pots with 3x magnification panel in the brightly coloured push on lids. Ideal for investigating natural resources up close. The 
tongs are colourful scoops with a clear panel on one side and scissor handles for safely capturing, holding and inspecting insects or plants. Tongs 180x 50 x 35mm. Viewers 
60 x 80mm dia. Magnifiers 162 x 16 x 80mm dia.

251763    Each       £41.52

BIG FLOWER

Looking in more detail at the internal structure of a flower, the big flower is a 
brilliant visual resource for teaching about flower parts and their functions. Includes 
background, 17 removable parts, pollen grains, insects and 12 labels.

126624 460 x 380mm Set          £44.50

PLANT IN A POCKET

Demonstrates both the internal and external structure of a plant. Includes 8 
attachable plant parts, embroidered background and set of 8 labels.

126691 400 x 230mm     Set          £35.71

NEW

NEW

NEW
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CHILDREN’S HI VIS 
WAISTCOATS  

YELLOW

143766  Age 4 - 6
143774  Age 7 - 9
143782  Age 10 – 13
Each  £3.95 

ORANGE

256064 Age 4 - 6
256080 Age 7 - 9
257559 Age 10 – 13
Each £2.20

PINK

257575 Age 4 - 6
256099 Age 7 - 9
256102 Age 10 - 13
Each £2.40

LIME

256110  Age 7 - 9
256129  Age 10 – 13
Each  £2.40

CLASSIC WELLIES

These classic wellies will keep feet clean and dry whatever the weather. The tall 
design will protect more of the leg meaning less messy clothes to deal with. They 
have a special tread-grip underfoot to keep muddy pups on their feet! The lining 
is 100% nylon.

ALL IN ONE RAINSUITS 

Waterproof fabric. 100% Coated polyester. Full length zip fastening. 
Integral hood with mesh lining. Reflective piping for improved visibility 
at night. Elastic cuffs at wrist and ankle. Available up to 11-12 years on 
request. Machine washable.

GREEN

NAVY

RED

X145654

X145520

X145788

Child 9

Child 9

Child 9

X145682

X145557

X145824

X145662

X145532

X145796

Child 12

Child 12

Child 12

Child 10

Child 10

Child 10

X145699

X145565

X145832

X145702

X145573

X145840

X145613 X145719

X145492 X145581

X145751 X145852

X145621 X145735

X145504 X145593

X145763 X145869

X145638 X145743

X145512 X145601

X145771 X145877

X145670

X145549

X145816

Child 13

Child 13

Child 13

Child 1

Child 1

Child 1

Infant 6 Youth 2

Infant 6 Youth 2

Infant 6 Youth 2

Infant 7 Youth 3

Infant 7 Youth 3

Infant 7 Youth 3

Infant 8 Youth 4

Infant 8 Youth 4

Infant 8 Youth 4

Child 11

Child 11

Child 11

Set of 5 Pairs

Set of 5 Pairs

Set of 5 Pairs

NAVY

X145281
X145229

3-4 years
2 years

X145342 5-6 years
X145407 7-8 years
Each £15.60

PINK
X145326 3-4 years
X145387 5-6 years
X145443 7-8 years
Each £15.60

GREEN

X145298
X145237

3-4 years
2 years

X145350 5-6 years
X145415 7-8 years
Each £15.60

ROYAL BLUE
X145253
X145318

2 years
3-4 years

X145379 5-6 years
X145431 7-8 years
Each £15.60

RED

X145301
X145245

3-4 years
2 years

X145362 5-6 years
X145423 7-8 years
Each £15.60

GOLD
X145273
X145334 3-4 years
X145395 5-6 years
X145451 7-8 years

2 years

Each £15.60

£55.50

£55.50

£55.50

CAMO GREEN

X157735
X157727

3-4 years
3-4 years

X157743
X157763

5-6 years
7-8 years

Each £14.00

PURPLE

X157699
X157682

3-4 years
3-4 years

X157702 5-6 years
X157719 7-8 years
Each £14.00
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ORIGINAL JACKETS

Great for exploring the outdoors and for forest school. Waterproof and breathable. Generously sized for maximum comfort and flexibility, it can be worn over clothing. Longer 
at the back which makes it perfect for sitting on wet benches. Easy access front zip with concealed flap for extra protection. Semi-elasticated hood and elasticated cuffs and 
back for extra comfort and maximum dryness. Machine washable.

ORIGINAL TROUSERS

These trousers are spacious for maximum comfort and can be worn over jeans or school trousers. Made from nylon, they are super durable and ready to tackle any adventure. 
Waterproof - 5000mm . Breathable - 2000g/m². Adjustable underfoot stirrups with elasticated hem to prevent trousers riding up.

RED

RED

ROYAL BLUE

ROYAL BLUE

NAVY

NAVY

X157933 X157982 X1580392-3 years 2-3 years 2-3 years

X157771 X157808

X157941
X157966

X157824 X157869

X157990
X158010

X157885 X157913

X158047
X158063

2-3 years 5-6 years

3-4 years
5-6 years

2-3 years 5-6 years

3-4 years
5-6 years

2-3 years 5-6 years

3-4 years
5-6 years

X157788 X157816

X157958
X157974

X157840 X157877

X158002
X158022

X157893 X157921

X158055
X158071

3-4 years 7-8 years

4-5 years
7-8 years

3-4 years 7-8 years

4-5 years
7-8 years

3-4 years 7-8 years

4-5 years
7-8 years

Pack of 5

Pack of 5

Pack of 5

Pack of 5

Pack of 5

Pack of 5

£74.00

£56.00

£74.00

£56.00

£74.00

£56.00
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X157796 X157852 X1579054-5 years 4-5 years 4-5 years
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